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; ; ; from the United States influx of people jeremy fish together with brand sports shoes boss nike working with the air classic sb,
overall low profile design, to color with a hit, making this shoe very eye-catching, while the heel and insole are There rabbit skull logo
pattern. 

Related news
Girl Exclusive Air Jordan 7 GS gold color suits 2013-12-08 22:08:51
Jordan Brand products are always so pleasing, even if the girls are no exception. So Jordan Brand increasing emphasis on the
female market, more and more GS version also launched, couples also have more choices. 
will be launched this summer, Air Jordan Gold package now officially the exposure of which Air Jordan 7 GS version. Black color
coupled with gold details to be modified, luxury doubled. August 18 will visit Jordan Brand shops.
New Balance Spring retro M574 & quot; Vintage Pack & quot; 2013-12-08 22:12:16
Olympic year, the major brands have launched a series of successive products, and New Balance without excessive advertising
effect, but the product is wave after wave. Before M574 series released "Yacht Club Pack" and "Windbreaker Pack" theme shoes,
while the M574 shoes retro theme to create "Vintage Pack". Including three sneakers, though retro style but the color is not a low-key,
one will be even more bright summer colors!
Nike Air Max Darwin 360 "Deep Royal Blue" Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:25:30
Nike recently released a product called Nike Air Max Darwin 360 "Deep Royal Blue" of the new basketball shoes. Towering upper,
whole palm Air Max cushion configuration, thick vamp, I believe this Nike Air Max Darwin 360 "Deep Royal Blue" will be a pair of
excellent performance of combat shoes. The only color on exposure of a pair of dark blue / water sky blue color, sale more details we
will continue to provide you tracking reports.
Nike Air Max Express three new colors to be on sale 2013-12-08 22:21:30
; this looks quite similar to Uptempo of Nike Air Max Express combines classic design and the latest sneakers Technology. Earlier
before the exposure of the powder blue color today after Nike official has exposed three new colors were black and green black and
red and gray color orange. It is reported that three new color of the Air Max Express pink and blue color prior to exposure are about to
release the game simultaneously.
weather heats up, we have unwittingly ushered in the hot mid-summer. The outfit has also become simpler, and therefore must be a
single product firepower to enrich this summer. The Fan-renowned consulting website hypebeast ; launched a 2014 The Summer of
Slides style with LOOKBOOK, the theme of belonging summer fashion overlord - slippers. Which includes SUPREME, adidas,
KRISVANASSCHE. From the streets to fashion, there is always your own style, let us in this summer with the heat it more exciting.
Recently, the fashion magazine "The Rig Out" for the British clothing brand Baracuta build its 2015 Winter Series catalog, catalog
overwhelmed viewfinder shooting in New York, Atlas relaxed casual atmosphere, combined with New York street youth daily
activities, including to convenience stores, record shops and strolling the streets full of other living scene, showing a single product on
the streets perfect temperament. Interested friends can pay close attention to a single product available information.
by the well-known designer Kris Van Assche led the French apparel brand Dior Homme recently launched in Japan, the latest "DARK
LIGHT LINE" jewelry branch, and in one fell swoop released its latest package decoration series, include briefcases, wallets, card
packs, etc. products, using superior quality fabrics, choose all-black tone inclusion, to create fine handmade Italian craftsmen,
modern fashion charm overflowing. It is reported that, the series will be on sale August 21, like a friend can not miss.
Founded in 2003 in the famous rap and pop music group NERD recently new action by the Philippine Board, Chad Hugo and Shay
composed NERD critical acclaim since its debut. Recently, the Philippine director duo reunited in addition, issued a combination of
the latest work "Locked Away" in Beats 1 Radio, with a delicate drum tracks with heavy bass, caught the ear with the Philippine
Board arranger and Chad Hugo sophisticated production, as Fans of you must enjoy it, and now can be found on Itunes listening.
With the opening quarter, visvim in Tokyo and Osaka Hankyu Department Store Hankyu zone has also ushered in a number of limited
sale of new products, including September 2 in Tokyo Hankyu will release a robe style SS LHAMO SHIRT ONE WASH, September 7
No. - 9 May 15 Hankyu Osaka will release two other single product, BLACK ELK FLANNEL (INDIGO OVERDYE) and ACHSE JKT
PRIME (CAMO), is one of the few visvim camouflage style, defined for this rare single product Friends want to start might be a little
thought.
Chinese shoes Network October 6 hearing yesterday, the national industrial and commercial personnel Jianghan according to
reports, came to Daxing Road CAL Shoes, 53-1 number in "Step Shu shoe", seized more than 20 boxes of this Fujian made "Nike"
shoes. 

next door "Ji Xingyu Hubei agent," the shop, there are many "Adidas", "Nike", "Li Ning" and famous, but only sell 20-45 yuan per pair,
apparently parallel . Business people on the spot in two stores, seized more than 600 pairs of fake designer shoes.
Jordan Aero Flight 2013-12-08 22:28:36 four colors to be on sale in August is approaching the end of September, students will return
to school, the new season will open play, new shoes will naturally team debut at the moment. Jordan Brand brought the four colors of
the Jordan Aero Flight, shoes are solid build with white midsole and outsole crystal, the choice of patent leather with flywire
technology, the overall feeling is very good. Red / yellow / blue / orange four colors will be on sale in September.
Reebok RealFlex sports players re-launch a new color
2012-07-10 10:11:27 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Empty Island] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes network July 10 hearing, from Reebok's RealFlex shoes since the launch date has aroused widespread concern,



groundbreaking technology and ultra-simple shoe sole design brings a new sports experience, " 76 anchor the concept of
"advertising campaign accompanied also been quite popular. 
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Related news
Nike Zoom Hyperenforcer Stephen Curry PE 2013-12-08 22:11:54
In order to protect the injured ankle, Warriors guard Stephen Curry in the 11-12 season, most of the time, although there were
wearing the Nike Zoom Brave V. However, this does not affect the NIKE as he launched a PE additional color shoes, is this double
Zoom Hyperenforcer. Black and blue and yellow color consistency and road uniforms, exclusive LOGO SC30 of the tongue shows the
shoes of the owner, using the whole palm Zoom Air configurations.
To be on sale Nike Air Force 180 High purple powder "Sun" color 2013-12-08 22:39:02 Today, Nike Air Force 180 High is a lot of
friends to pay close attention of the shoes, today we give you bring Nike Air Force 180 High Offer information purple powder "Sun"
color of nubuck leather uppers seem full of texture, with similar "Star" pink gradient purple and white ink effect, so that the double-Air
Force 180 High surely sought after by everyone. It is reported that the sale will be available in early November.
XLARGE this street brand from Japan recently announced the first to carry out joint planning and converse Japan's XLARGE x
Converse Japan 2015 Spring cooperate shoes. The fan design on shoes in help from Chevronstar CK modeled. Using a leopard
and camouflage elements constitute canvas shoes, signature style of "Star Arrow" Logo for the finishing touch. Finally, with its white
vulcanized outsole show. The fan series will be on sale at the end of its official shop, interested friends may pay more attention.
LeBlanc & middot; James's elite boots Nike Lebron 12 EXT recently launched a new color, this time inspired by tennis, shoes, fans
will capture the attention visually. Quintana spend tennis shoes as part of the main theme of fluorescent green, laces, lining and outer
protection devices are unified tone, and finally mounted on the crystal clear outsole go. It is reported that the new color of the shoes is
scheduled for August 28 officially released, priced at $ 250, a friend might like to consider to start.
University of Michigan has recently announced a partnership with Nike and adidas has expired, recently, Michael Jordan outside
immediately issued a statement, Michigan Football formally joined the Jordan Brand family, and signed the latest agreement,
announced the inclusion of its own first branch college football team. As expected, Jordan Brand will certainly "new member" to
create a new range of clothing and shoes PE players, interested friends please pay close attention to their subsequent dynamic bar.
skateboard brand UXA brand from New York recently issued a series of autumn and winter 2015 catalog. The fan with "Apocalypse"
in the name, around the "Mutants" (mutant) released several T-shirt a single product, intended to convey the theme of secular change
all the time, only to struggle to survive the idea to build a sci-fi style font design and slogan, very eye-catching. It is reported that
apparel will be on sale on the 28th series, like a friend, please pay close attention to the latest information.
. Color numerous Air Jordan 1 Phat 2012 �� 4 color on sale 2013-12-08 22:03:08
Air Jordan 1 color most numerous as Jordan shoes, by everyone's favorite, and in the coming spring, two new color of the Air Jordan
1 Phat will be on sale in April. One is similar to the "Raptors" in anthracite / club purple sparks of color, the other is white peat - khaki
color with the "army" color. The new two pairs of leather uppers with mesh material to build, swoosh enticing burst crack use
materials highlighting texture.
China Shoes News Network August 10, from London, Liberty just to previously published jointly with Nike Sportswear Lotus Jazz
Collection Part 1 and Lotus Jazz Collection Part 2, this time the two units to work together again. Popularity total pick Blazer High
Roll'Air Max 1'Dunk Sky High'Free Run 2'Free Run 3'LunarGlide + 4'LunarMTL and other shoes were suede begin with the Liberty
unique floral totem, the other purple and deep blue color as a two-spindle series, absolutely mesh shoes fans deserve to stay.
Black Friday Air Jordan 4 Black Varsity Red and White 2013-12-08 22:22:24
Black Friday has become the highlight of the annual Sneaker sector, following last year's Air Jordan 3 Black Cement and after Air
Jordan 11, and a black and red color of the first year of Air Jordan 4 November 23 is expected to meet with us, plus On December
the Air Jordan 11 black and red color, I believe that is a bloody end. Gone on sale last year, this year we ready? Time to market is
November 23, 2012, priced at $ 160. ;
Filling the low-key Vans California Era "Outdoor Pack" 2013-12-08 22:36:41 Vans Vans California's branch will soon launch a Vans
California Era "Outdoor Pack" outdoor suit In the end, this set design is very low-key but more functional. Monochrome elegant vamp
is actually used to create a waterproof fabric, so named outdoor suit, and with a strong sense of color lines outdoors coarse knitting
lace, as also increased its service life. Such a low-key but functional good color suit, can impress your heart do?
Jordan Melo M8 Advance color 2013-12-08 22:32:05 With the Knicks away before Jordan Melo M8 Advance Knicks home color of
the exposure, color also will be out of the road, and at home the same color, the road also use a color The traditional colors of New
York, New York blue color, ankle part is low-key black, while the bottom part is dazzling cushion orange color compared to home, this
Jordan Melo M8 Advance New York Knicks away more of the color feeling, I believe will be more popular than the home color.
Jordan Son of Mars iron blue and gray color 2013-12-08 22:12:59
Jordan Brand new fit shoes Jordan Son of Mars has already launched a number of colors, iron blue and gray color version is now
also available for sale. 
Wizards uniform overall color is quite taste, the main body of the shoe to the iron-gray, lined around the crack explosion material,
lined with blue and in the end the choice, in the end like design attached ink jet flame effect, coupled with crystal bottom. He will be
loved by many friends.
; ; ; November 10 evening 19:00, NIKE ZOOM LEBRON IV company held in Beijing Dongdan Stadium limited edition China
conference, the event is NIKE company LB4 Chinese red in the 11th celebration, held officially on sale, the site can be seen
everywhere LeBron James of posters, and for his new slogan, and play non-public interview broadcast LeBron James documentary.
A door will see a huge LeBron James personal poster, written on top of the latest advertising slogan "Who do next, I do first."
Chinese shoes network Sept. 11 hearing, "Red Eagle" was originally Treadwell High School Eagles stadium pitch mark, the Eagles
turned into a red-brown shoes red suede and black streamlined shape, not only on the insole Penny Hardaway's signature is printed,
followed by the label more Hardaway shoes the most beloved two saying: "Part II Heaven Cent", "The Storm Is Over". This
commemorative exceptional shoes today are already logged selected Nike Sportswear retailers, you Hardaway fan be sure to take



notice.
Nike Air Penny 5 "Tour Yellow" Exposure physical map and commercial information 2013-12-08 22:37:47
Recent news about the Nike Air Penny 5 endless variety of color engraved information product is exposed to the network. Today, we
bring this Nike Air Penny 5 "Tour Yellow" physical picture and commercial information. As loyal love Penny family and friends, this is
undoubtedly a good thing, let us look forward to him to come. 
Nike Air Penny 5 
expected release date: 12/26/12

expected sale price: $ 165
Return to peak CONVERSE Auckland Racer Re-Mix 2013-12-08 22:14:44
engraved since the 1970s Auckland Racer, retain the classic appearance, giving a more functional changes. Launched a new
jogging shoes, more high-quality lightweight element, EVA midsole and breathable mesh upper, so that the whole is more lightweight
and comfortable, then pressing technical skills suede and smooth style embellishment, color and skill to mention, a popular sense of
technology Auckland Racer Re-Mix, with your battles a ride!
Players adidas sports shoes launched jointly Superstar Mesh
2012-09-25 09:19:54 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Empty Island] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network September 25 hearing, in the whole of Asia has more than 600 well-known shoe stores ABC-MART recently
brought us the double good thing. This is a very attractive product actually is their joint and adidas shoes, now let us take for you to tell
us about these shoes. 
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Related news
NIKE FREE NIKE's been signs in technology products branch, has now set up 10 years, NIKE FREE to celebrate a decade of
development, specially released a whole new generation of FREE series. Led to the concept of barefoot, multi-directional flexibility is
still characteristic of shoes, but also combines the latest Flyknit technology. Whether it is for the sports industry and the fashion
industry is a very influential single product, interested friends to pay more attention to the follow-up reports PKPOP yo!
Kanye West has repeatedly made in public, personal interpretation of adidas Ultra Boost, is undoubtedly one of this summer's hot
shoe. Recently, the use of shoe fans unrestrained imagination, this popular running shoes will have the possibility of cooperation with
the major brands of models displayed and presented in the form of illustration front, in addition to the familiar Supreme, A BATHING
APE and NEIGHBORHOOD etc., but also There are more style waiting for you to unexpected jointly identified by eye.
Air Jordan boxing shoes Andre Wards Fight Night Gear 2013-12-08 22:30:28 Jordan Brand in recent years in many different areas
made an attempt, similar to American football, baseball, etc., recently, it is a well-known boxer Andre Ward launched a suit, including
shoes, shorts, jackets and so on. Jordan Brand to the nickname "Son of God," the boxer launched shoes Andre Wards Fight Night
Gear uses a navy / white / gold colors, very texture, all single items are added "SOG" (God son) abbreviation, very special.
Black Soul Air Max 97 Hyperfuse in Black / Black / Neutral Grey 2013-12-08 22:25:50
Nike Air Max 97 classic shoes Hyperfuse material put on the upper back again. It is reported that this Air Max 97 Hyperfuse in Black /
Black / Neutral Grey Nike upcoming major retail sale, this shoe color using the color black, and only in the end use entire gray, color,
although low-key, but because the shoes flowing lines and surfaces is very textured. The all-black Air Max 97 is priced at $ 155, like
friends not to miss.
Popular contacted Nike Dunk & times; Justin Graham & times; Atmos stave sports shoes
2006-04-13 08:48:46 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Chinese shoes network] Print ; Close 

; ; ; Justin Graham recent wave of Japan's famous shoe Atmos Customize to read music as an element of a Dunk Hi, to all-white
shoes with shoe side, toe affixed with golden stave pattern, shoes with more words at Atmos and extremely attached musical. 

Related news
Florsheim by Duckie Brown 2013 �� preview 2013-12-08 22:31:58 shoes famous footwear brand Florsheim by Duckie Brown
shoes have always thought that one of the important accessories for men, but also to reflect the wearer's personality and taste of the
key props, therefore more needs to carefully selected. Florsheim by Duckie Brown recently released 2013 new series will fully reflect
the characteristics of the brand of excellence, rich details of the design with bright color combinations, elegant and stylish.
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